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I. Thermodynamical properties
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WHAT WE THINK WE KNOW:
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Figure 9. Comparison of temperature, density and entropy profiles in each
direction. The temperature in the north-east (NE) direction is not well constrained from 9.5 to 13.5 arcmin due to a large amount of area excluded
because of point sources, so the temperature and entropy points are not
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Does the comparison to this baseline power-law even make any
sense for low-mass systems (at any radius)?
Can we come up with anything better? [Need simulations that
match fgas(r) for low mass systems!]

7 YEARS AGO:
Perseus Pilot Project
(Simionescu et al. 2011)
Qualitatively correct,
quantitatively incomplete
(issues with coverage at r200)
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g. 15 The top two panels show figures from Tchernin et al. (2016), reprinted with permisn. Top left: The XMM mosaic for A2142. Top right: Entropy profile obtained by combining
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What’s this??
Opposite trend than electron-ion non equilibrium?
Opposite trend than non-thermal pressure support?
Maybe just residual systematics? What kind of systematics?
Does this disagree with X-COP at all?

Stephen Walker et al.
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Next… 20 (?) years
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Through spatially resolved high-resolution spectroscopy, Athena+ will measure intra-cluster gas motions and
turbulence, showing how the baryonic gas evolves in the dark matter potential wells, and probe the true nature and
physical state of the X-ray emitting plasma.

4. HOW AND WHEN WAS THE ENERGY
GENERATED AND DISTRIBUTED?

IN

THE

ICM

Within the cluster atmosphere, it has been recognised that non-gravitational processes, particularly galaxy feedback
from outflows created by supernovae (SN) and super-massive black holes, must play a fundamental role in the history
of all massive galaxies as well as the evolution of groups and clusters as a whole. Feedback from AGN emission and
stellar winds is likely (i) to produce the galaxy red sequence, (ii) to provide the extra energy required to keep large
quantities of gas in cluster cores from cooling all the way down to molecular clouds, (iii) to account for the energy (i.e.
entropy) excess observed in the central regions of the group and cluster ICM (e.g. Sun et al. 2009; Pratt et al. 2010).
Understanding the process of energy injection, and whether the energy was introduced early in the formation of the
first haloes (with further consequences for galaxy formation history), or gradually over time by AGN feedback, SN
driven galactic winds, or an as-yet unknown physical process, is crucial to our understanding of structure formation and
evolution. The specific case of AGN feedback in local (z < 0.5) systems is discussed further in Croston, Sanders et a.

Spatially & Spectrally Resolved Sunyaev-Zeldovich E↵ect’ in these proceedings
(see Mroczkowski et al. 2019). We briefly summarize some of the upcoming
experiments and instrumentation here, with most of the major facilities listed

II. Outskirts chemistry

10 YEARS AGO (HOW IT ALL BEGAN):
EARLY EVIDENCE SUGGESTING METAL ENRICHMENT
IN CLUSTER OUTSKIRTS

Leccardi et al. 2008
average metallicity profile of a
sample of clusters with XMM

Fujita et al. 2008
abundance in the compressed
region between two merging
clusters with Suzaku

5 YEARS AGO:
IRON SPREAD SMOOTHLY THROUGHOUT THE PERSEUS CLUSTER

78 Fe abundance
measurements across the
cluster at different radii and
azimuths show strikingly
uniform distribution

Werner et al. 2013, Nature
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ISSI Review on Observations of ICM Enrichment, 2018

What’s this??
Fig. 6 Measured radial Fe abundance profile in cool-core clusters compiled from recent
Are works.
the outskirts
of lower-mass
lessReiprich
enriched?
Is it just
a matter
The conversion
r500 ' 0.65r200clusters
is adapted from
et al. (2013).
The blue
circles
and the blue shaded area
show respectively the
measurements of 23
of multi-temperature
/ incompleteness
ofXMM-Newton
atomic lineEPIC
model??
clusters from the CHEERS sample (Mernier et al. 2017) and the Suzaku XIS measurements
Is Virgo
just
in the outskirts of 10 clusters (Urban et al. 2017). From the same respective
studies,
theweird?
red

alpha-element/Fe even more uniformly spread than Fe/H!
Virgo (Suzaku)

CHEERS (XMM)

Fig. 9 Top: Observations (CHEERS sample) vs. simulations of central (0.1r500
Fe abundances in the ICM of systems including ellipticals, groups, and clusters
The filled area corresponds to the 68% confidence region of the simulated sys
tems (Truong et al. 2018). The e↵ects of recent updates of the spectral cod
SPEXACT (v3) are seen in the observed abundances of low-temperature sys
tems (Mernier et al. 2018a). Bottom (from Mernier et al. 2018b, reprinted with
permission): Mg/Fe (upper panel), Si/Fe (middle panel), and S/Fe (lower panel
abundance ratios in the ICM of ellipticals, groups, and clusters (CHEERS sam
ple).

Next 10 years: XRISM will let us do this with much better precision!

How were the metals spread so evenly?

•Alpha-elements produced 10-12
billion years ago during peak of
star formation rate

•Uniform composition probably
means most of Fe also
produced around the same time

•Galactic winds at that epoch
expelled metals out of host
galaxies
Let’s test this using all simulations we’ve got!
(Illustris, EAGLES,…)
Can we really assume that metals trace magnetic fields?

Enrichment
of the hot on
intracluster
medium: observations
ISSI Review
Observations
of ICM

21
Enrichment, 2018

Fig. 8 Redshift evolution of the Fe abundance within di↵erent radial bins in cool-core
Athena/X-IFU
is thearefuture!
clusters, compiled from recent works. For clarity, the scatter
of the measurements
not

The SZ side
How do we control contamination in SZ observations?
What can we do with the degeneracy of the measured parameters?
How can we estimate realistic error bars?
The radio side
Should we go broad or should we go deep?
The X-ray side
What is the fairest comparison of different data sets we are combining
(Suzaku, XMM, Planck)
How do clumps influence things other than density (kT, metallicity)
What is the connection between bridges and outskirts? Can we
learn about one by studying the other?
The B-field side
What is the role of small scale dynamo amplification in bridges/filaments?
Can we measure B-strength in these regions?

